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A2_98_E5_BA_c94_171764.htm 121. I can _____ some noise while

Im studying， but I can’t stand loud noises. A. come up with B.

catch up with C. put up with D. keep up with 122. I cannot give you

_____ for the type of car you sell because there is no demand for it in

the market. A. an expense B. a charge C. a purchase D. an order 123.

I didnt quite _____ to what you had said. Would you mind

repeating it？来源：www.examda.com A. catch on B. get hold C.

catch up D. go on 124. I didnt say anything like that at all. You are

purposely _____ my idea to prove your point. A. revising B.

contradicting C. distorting D. distracting 125. I felt somewhat

disappointed and was about to leave， _____ something occurred

which attracted my attention. A. unless B. until C. when D. while

126. I have the honor of introducing to you Mr. Alan， who will

_____ you on his recent tour abroad. A. address B. speak C. talk D.

converse 127. I have two boys but _____ of them likes sweets. A.

both B. neither C. either D. none 128. I like to go to the cinema when

I am in the _____ for it. A. more than to go B. than going C. rather

than to go D. more than going 129. I regret _____ so much time and

money on stamps. A. to waste B. for wasting C. having wasted D. at

wasting 130. I was greatly disappointed _____ that affair. A. out B. in

C. to D. toward 131. I would like to have a talk with him _____ his

convenience. A. in B. at C. for D. with 132. Id rather you _____

those important documents with you. A. dont take B. didnt take C.



wont take D. not take 133. If a couple are divorced and their child

lives with his mother， he is said to suffer from lack of _____ love.

A. maternal B. fraternal C. paternal D. parental 134. If English is not

our first language you can often be puzzled by ways of expression

that the native speaker of English does not even have to _____. A.

think out B. think about C. think over D. think for 100Test 下载频
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